A Decentralized Financial Infrastructure for Crypto Assets

Erasing the differences between crypto and traditional financial assets
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Introduction

This document is intended for financial market players and infrastructure organizations, as an introduction to cost saving and risk management possibilities in both the crypto and classical assets markets. D3ledger offers comprehensive solutions in those areas and enables financial institutions to safely and reliably work with crypto assets of any kind within a single user account.

Institutional players, such as banks or stock exchanges, usually avoid working with crypto assets due to the legal ambiguity and compliance risks mostly associated with them, as well as other problems that had been solved for traditional markets long ago.

The evident interest of established financial players to the new world of crypto assets has justified the search for a solution, establishing a link between the traditional and crypto economies.

The advent of crypto is often seen as the next evolutionary step in the development of financial markets and therefore it requires them to adapt to the changes. On the other hand, regulatory and compliance ambiguity stops the crypto market from fulfilling its disruptive potential, and the widespread use of established and regulated services could boost its growth. The securities markets today use centralized services to perform the functions of issuance, settlement, registration, safekeeping, and asset servicing. Still, it is obvious that a decentralized infrastructure, if implemented in classic markets, would seriously increase their efficiency and enhance the overall security.

D3ledger believes that it is technically possible and feasible to create a shared decentralized infrastructure that would provide high-end safekeeping, settlement, compliance, and asset servicing functionality for cryptocurrencies, tokenized fiat, security tokens, and other crypto assets, no matter what they might be. If crypto is the new stocks market, D3ledger is the bridge that ties those two worlds together.

Summary

D3ledger (Decentralized Digital Depository) is a decentralized financial infrastructure that enables market participants to safely work with all kinds of crypto and traditional financial assets while benefiting from a well-founded legal basis, explicit regulatory compliance, and clear governance arrangements.

D3ledger uses distributed ledger technology to provide safekeeping, settlement, and asset servicing functions accessible without any intermediaries. Such architecture guarantees a high level of robustness and reliability.

D3Ledger enables access to all kind of crypto assets, including crypto currencies, utility tokens, security tokens, tokenized fiat, and tokenized securities. Bank connections and tokenization are provided by a network of partners, including depositories, in established financial centers.

The D3ledger infrastructure can be used for work with crypto and traditional financial assets by professional market players, banks, exchanges, wealth management funds and other financial institutions, as well as institutional investors, family offices, and high net worth individuals.
Clientele

D3ledger acts as a secure gateway between the traditional and blockchain-powered ecosystems for the established sectors of the financial world. Our mission is to ensure a safe and reliable system for banks, stock exchanges, wealth management funds, family offices, and other kinds of financial institutions to work with crypto assets.

D3ledger offers them a new infrastructure for asset servicing and safekeeping that also acts as a settlement and compliance provider.

Those services are enabled thanks to the partnership with central depository systems in major financial jurisdictions, so they have the full power of today’s financial markets behind them. Those partnerships are to take the form of a consortium that would help the clients to stay relevant in the emerging blockchain economy.
Features and Functionality

The D3ledger ecosystem offers several functional advantages to its customers that cover the full scope of activities undertaken with crypto assets.

**Universal account.** All trading operations with crypto and traditional financial assets can be conducted within a single account connected to numerous depositories and other kinds of financial institutions. It is an environment where the client can access numerous crypto assets, tokenize their own assets, trade, exchange, and operate them.

**Full control.** All assets of the client are stored in one place, and only the client is able to control them. D3ledger acts as a decentralized depository for organized markets, and the client can manage their assets without withdrawing them from the system.

**Multi-leg settlements.** The system ensures risk-free settlements and delivery versus payment (DVP) settlements. However, unlike traditional DVP, D3ledger offers a decentralized environment which completely eliminates the minimal risks associated with the DVP model. Additionally, parties can exchange several assets in one transaction, and the number of possible participants is not limited to two. This feature also works as an execution mechanism for settlements with third-party exchanges.

**Asset servicing.** D3ledger offers an environment for holders of various assets where they can realize their rights via conducting corporate actions, such as voting, repurchasing or splitting stocks, dividend payouts, various methods of reorganization and cancellation of shares, and distributions, among others. Clients can work with different assets and rights in tokenized form from their universal account.

**Safekeeping.** The employment of blockchain tech ensures the availability of numerous additional layers of security for asset safekeeping, such as Threshold Signature, a multi-signature system that requires several lower-level multi-signatures for the transaction to become effective. This access mechanism ensures that any movement of funds is duly authorized, and excludes possible errors or theft. The system operates security tokens that implement corporate actions.
The Ecosystem and User Roles

The D3ledger ecosystem is all its participants listed below, as well as D3 Foundation.

**D3 Foundation** is the governing entity for the entire ecosystem where all network nodes have equal voting rights.

**Customers** can be both individuals or companies, such as investors, banks, payment processors, or stock exchanges. They generate and keep their private keys that have certificates issued by a certification center, which is a special entity recognized by other D3ledger customers involved in the transaction requiring said keys. In most cases, customers have to run operations on D3ledger by accessing the nodes run by D3ledger partners.

**Depository partners** are third party companies and financial institutions running a full D3ledger node, as well as the nodes of associated blockchains. They can also initiate an internal transaction, as well as a deposit / withdrawal transaction via a decentralized link. Notably, a customer may also be a full partner, and in that scenario they run all their operations through their own node.

A D3ledger customer can change a D3ledger partner that handles their transactions at any time, or use the services from several partners at once.
Corporate Governance

D3 Foundation has the governing function in the D3ledger ecosystem, including setting out network rules, acting as a mediator or an arbitrator in the case of dispute resolution, imposing penalties for dishonest behavior, ensuring the finality of transactions, updating the system’s legal framework and software, and making sure nodes are legally bound to carry out transactions.

Parties wishing to join the D3ledger ecosystem have to comply with the rules set forth by the D3 Foundation. All nodes in the system have equal voting rights and grant their owners a share in governing the foundation. They vote to elect a Steering Committee, a managing board that makes the decisions, and the Foundation is bound to enforce them.
Technology

The technology employed in the D3ledger Platform ensures the seamless operation of crypto assets on and between different distributed ledgers. Specifically, it features the following components.

**D3ledger Mainchain** is a blockchain ledger based on the Hyperledger Iroha^3^ system incorporating YAC^4^, a variation of the chain-based Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) consensus protocol. The system uses the network of nodes that interact with each other in order to validate transactions within the ecosystem and perform other functions.

A D3ledger node can operate in three modes: it can validate transactions according to the network rules; it can charge fees for transactions; or it can ensure other nodes operate honestly, and impose penalties on them should they fail to act so.

In any case, a node requires a certain amount of assets in order to operate. This amount doubles every time four new nodes join the network.

**Distributed Identity** is an example of self-sovereign identity^5^,^6^ with multi-layer support for structured legal entities and their employees. According to the Decentralized Identity Trilemma^7^ none of the existing solutions can be privacy-preserving, Sybil-resistant and self-sovereign at the same time. While the trilemma is true, it concerns only individuals, not legal entities, and therefore is not applicable to D3ledger. For that reason, the distributed identity mechanism can preserve privacy, ensure self-sovereignty, and be Sybil-resistant at once.

**Two-way peg mechanism** incorporated in D3ledger acts as the means of interacting with other blockchains^8^ and distributed ledger systems. This mechanism allows one to “move” assets to other blockchains and back by locking the assets on the original blockchain in an escrow and releasing the equivalent assets on the target blockchain.

**Pseudonym management service** is a special system for managing the pseudonyms of D3ledger participants required to fit within the existing account structure. The service can also implement whitelisting options to filter out assets banned in a particular jurisdiction, and thus transparently block unwanted transactions.
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Roadmap

October 2017. Project start

October 2018. Prototype ready in open source
Full support of Ethereum and ERC20 tokens, depositing of Bitcoin, multisignature D3 accounts, atomic exchange of assets inside the system, whitelisting for withdrawal addresses

October 2018. First transaction with Add Capital

October 2018. Fundraising round A

Q1 2019. Ready to run production network

Q3 2019. New extended functionality
Significantly extended list of supported cryptocurrencies. Implementation of OTC. D3 nodes for access only (without having to validate transactions). Extended reporting functionality. Integration with personal security devices. Certification of the platform.

Q3 2019. Fundraising round B

Q4 2019: tokenization of fiat currencies

Q1 2020: 5 jurisdictions running service

Q4 2020: support of ISO 20022

Q2 2021: asset issuing and servicing
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This document is intended for technical, scientific and marketing purposes only. D3ledger reserves the right to introduce changes hereto. The platform described herein is currently in development. The paper shall not be construed as a statement of future intent.